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Artists Statement 

“Here I Am” is a photo series which show the milieu of life, an image of individual yet subjective space convening an untold story, emphasised using an 

unfamiliar perspective. 

You are invited into the private areas of here; where I am, where they are, where you are. A distinctiveness in which colour, light, perspective and 

disposition engage you and you can’t help but participate, or “sneak a peek” into the life of someone else. 

Are you voyeuristic, or do you simply want, or need confirmation that you are like everyone else? 

Intentions 

The original intention was to move from my comfort zone and challenge myself to begin portrait photography.  However, from the outset I didn’t want 

to photograph the subjects face as is traditional for portraiture photography.  I wanted to photograph what makes the person them.  The project concept 

didn’t change at all and the images are satisfactory in that they match the original idea. 

 



Evolution & Inspiration 

Susan Sontag’s photography essays have heightened my appreciation for capturing an image with a different emotional perspective.  She explains that 

society may accept a photograph as an accurate representation of the world then contends this.  In fact, she argues all photographs are sculpted though the 

specific lens, intention and the shot selection of the photographer.  [SONTAG, S (1977) On Photography]. 

This gives me an appreciation for all photographers, in a variety of specialities.  More specifically with conceptual photography such as Cindy Sherman 

(1981) who deliberately captures conceptual portraits from odd points of view.  In fact, a favourite photo, “Untitled 96” from 1981 has a top down 

perspective and the photograph was sold for a record $3.89 Million in 2011. 

Linda Nylind who photographs for The Guardian newspaper, depicts her subjects within their environment using colour and perspective.   In fact, when 

photographing Violinist Nigel Kennedy, her perspective is top down, with the artist laying with a variety of instruments creating a portrait indicative of his 

personality.  Linda Nylind, 2013. Nigel Kennedy, violinist – portrait of the artist. [online] Available at: 

<http://www.theguardian.com/music/2013/mar/05/classicalmusicandopera> [Accessed 11 December 2013]. 

Other people who have influenced both the ‘top down’ and conceptual nature of this project include Menno Aden (See statement of intent) & Mark 

Rodriguez (who’s top down selfie inspired the set) Mark Rodrigues, 2013. Portfolio, About Me. [online] Available at: < http://www.eclecticanima.com/About-

mark>. The inspiration for my ‘selfie’ is Helmut Newton (Self Portrait, Paris 1973), who’s photographing himself with what he loves. Frank, 2012, The Third 

Eye. [online] Available at: < http://fantomatik75.blogspot.co.uk/2012/03/third-eye.html> [Accessed 5 January 2013] 

 

http://www.theguardian.com/music/2013/mar/05/classicalmusicandopera
http://www.eclecticanima.com/About-mark
http://www.eclecticanima.com/About-mark
http://fantomatik75.blogspot.co.uk/2012/03/third-eye.html


 

Equipment, Medium and Reasons 

The equipment used, were my camera (Canon 650D) and its kit lens. (18-55mm lens).  Photoshop was also used with all images to make minor 

corrections and increase the vibrancy of the colours.  These changes could have been made in camera using the ‘picture style’ settings however, Photoshop 

provides a much greater degree of photo touch up and manipulation which gave more freedom to make changes. 

I had originally intended to use my compact camera (Panasonic Lumix DMC-TZ-20) as it boasts a super wide angle.  It was difficult to use this because 

the position of the camera for all shots made it impossible to use the viewfinder whereas the Canon camera has a flip out, reversible view finder which was 

essential for correct framing. 

Some shots required stepladders, chairs and tripod in order to hold the camera high above the subject.  

 

 

 

 



Techniques & Visuals 

A range of techniques were used due to the environment, I also altered the method as I gained more experience photographing from difficult angles.  

For instance, the camera has been held from the grip, the viewfinder, the lens and also attached to a tripod, facing down held high from the base of the 

tripod leg. 

A shutter speed of at least 1/80 was essential as all images were prone to camera shake.  As I was using no additional light sources (except for the flash 

on two occasions) the aperture in most cases was wide open in order to benefit from available light.  In addition, the ISO was raised to uncomfortable high 

levels in order to use a 1/80 exposure time.  I feared this could degrade the images significantly because of a low depth of field and noise which could 

degrade the image.  However, due to the conceptual nature of the photographs, I realised toward the end that technical image quality was less important 

than the set up, perspective and colours for each photo.  In fact, the final image deliberately includes the view of the tripod.  As the image is a selfie, and 

highlighting my love of photography, I felt it important to reveal how a selfie can be made within this themed set.  (Other images ensure the perspective 

method is outside the frame).  

In all photographs, white balance was achieved by manual settings, photographing white paper first and adjusting the white balance setting to match.  

This ensured the colours were correct. 

 



 

Light Considerations 

It was important to ensure the photograph correlated the standard ambient lighting levels consummate to the environment being photographed.  This 

means the lab shot photo is clean and crisp, due to uniform strip lighting of the environment, whereas the reading in a chair photograph is soft and cosy 

because the subject is lit by several sources (firelight, LED screen, Halogen Light). 

Safety Considerations 

This project involved working from the top of step ladders, standing on chairs and holding my camera at awkward positions. To avoid accidents I 

ensured the items I stood on could hold my weight, would not wobble or break and I ensured my camera strap was secured to me. 

In one photo (Builder) it was raining, to prevent slips on metal stepladders I wore rubber soled trainers and held a waterproof sheet over the camera to 

prevent water damage. 

 

 

 



Image Log 

 

# Description Filename f/ Exposure ISO Flash Image 

01 Bondage IMG0781 f/3.5 1/80 3200 No 

 

02 Computer Desk IMG0919 f/3.5 1/60 1600 No 

 

03 Lab IMG1120 f/3.5 1/80 200 No 

 

04 Ritual IMG1143 f/3.5 1/80 400 No 

 

05 Digital Reading IMG1211 f/3.5 1/80 1600 No 

 

06 Cooking IMG1272 f/3.5 1/80 800 No 

 

07 Piano IMG1288 f/3.5 1/100 200 Yes 

 

08 Carpentry IMG1295 f/3.5 1/80 400 No 

 

09 Builder IMG1301 f/3.5 1/125 100 No 

 

10 Selfie IMG1317 f/8.0 1/125 1600 Yes 
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